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Race 1 

#6 Nubble Light- Has been down in class for some time now and if they 

bunch up late he will be the one to watch. 

#2 Damon Blue Chip- Does not do well when racing from an outside post but 

has back class and draws a more favorable spot today. 

#7 Life On The Road- Will more than likely be leaving fast from the 

outside here and try to dig in for minors late. 

 

Race 2 

#3 Mancrush- Has already won 2 of 5 lifetime starts and should be able to 

best these with ease after beating stakes company last out. 

#5 Dream Of Fortune- Made the first start out for the new barn a winning 

one and should only get better here today. 

#1 Regal Escape- Likes to make one giant move late in the stretch and 

with a short field an a inside post he has an edge. 

 

Race 3 

#3 Malibu S- Made a miscue at the start here last week and if she minds 

her manners here today she should prove much the best. 

#7 Kerry B- Likes to make a late rally from off the pace and just needs 

to stay within reach till they turn for home to have a shot here. 

#1 Mississippi Moment- Makes just her 4th lifetime start here today and 

looked to have improved a lot in her last start out. 

 

Race 4 

#4 Mr Pearl- Has only had 1 win in 24 starts this year but if he can 

brush and sustain his move he can best these late. 

#5 Dateline Hanover- Has a giant mark last year of 154.0 over the half 

mile oval at Northfield and makes the first start out for the new barn 

today. 

#2 Redhot Romeo- Was 4th last week but only beaten a length, needs to pan 

out a cleaner trip to best these in the stretch. 

 

Race 5 

#7 Somedew Somedont- Has struggled so far in 2019 but has qualified well 

several times and beat stakes company last year, longshot play. 

#1 Haloman- Has raced better since adding trotting hopples his last two 

starts out and draws a favorable rail post here today. 

#4 Something Fine- Races better over a bigger track and had a lot of late 

trot to offer here last week when the front end caved in late. 

 

Race 6 

#2 Big Game- Takes a drop in class today after struggling against tougher 

and his back class may shine against these. 

#6 Jamaican Cowboy- Made a miscue down the backside here last week but 

has been heavily bet by the public in his last two starts out. 

#3 Upfront Lorne- Has won his last two starts out at Monticello with ease 

but the stretch to bigger track could help or hurt him. 

 

Race 7 

#4 Hands Off Frank- Has all the early speed to set the tempo today and 

will be the one to catch turning for home against these. 



#3 Golden Brit- Likes to race from out of a hole late so if he is 

anywhere near the front late he has a good shot to get the win. 

#7 Tundra- Makes his first start out after a long layoff and has back 

class to his credit which may help him get up for minors here. 

 

Race 8 

#6 Card Knock Life- His qualifier was scary good and if he brings his 

best effort today they will be no match for this class master. 

#4 Napper Tandy- Has a big late closing kick in a field that looks like 

it may bunch up late, cover turning for home would help him as well. 

#1 Sapient Hanover- Comes in off a nice win against cheaper and draws the 

same exact post to work from today that he won from 4 starts back. 

 

Race 9 

#4 Jet Rock- Has hit the board in 7 of 10 starts this year and has done 

so facing stakes company as well, class edge coming into this one. 

#1 Tempster Hanover- Likes to be near the lead early on and with a short 

field the fractions may be slow early on which will keep him in the 

ticket. 

#3 Brookdale Bruiser- Does his best work first over at the 3/4 pole and 

may be able to sit in for a long time before he makes his move late 

today. 

 

Race 10 

#5 Liveonthephone- Has not been his best in his last few starts here and 

I expect a much better mile out of him against cheaper here today. 

#2 The Bank K- Makes the first start out for the new barn here and if she 

can mind her manners she looks like she has a lot of early speed to 

offer. 

#6 Mac's Black Hat- Will most likely be headed to the lead early here but 

needs to find some late kick if he wants to hit the board against these. 


